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Preface
IN every census of Ireland from I85I to i 9 I social and biological data on
serious physical and mental handicaps were collected in addition to the cus-
tomary information. Some were compiled during the main census; others by
supplementary enquiry. Many were unique, and at the time of the I85I
census were collected in no other country. This was a great pioneer achieve-
ment made possible by local circumstances and by the efforts of Sir William
Wilde, Oscar's father, who was a Commissioner for the 1851, I86I, and 1871
censuses, and medical adviser and compiler of the tables of the causes of
death in the census of 1841.
These data have limitations but they are of interest to the demographic

and medical historian. They are little known and seldom used. A brief descrip-
tion of their scope with particular reference to deaf-dumbness, the circum-
stances of their compilation, and the work of Wilde as Assistant Commissioner
for the census of I85i, are the principal subjects of this paper.

Irish Censuses of Population prior to I85I
The first modem census of Great Britain was taken in i8oi ;1 that of Ireland

in i8I3.2 These were not the first attempts to estimate the population of
either country; in Ireland there were at least thirty estimates3 from I672
(when Sir William Petty4 put the population at i, ioo,ooo-which was 'rather
a rough conjecture than anything else'5) until I804 when Newenham6 put it
at 5,395,436. They were, however, the first enumerations authorized by
statute, and in Great Britain started, and in Ireland anticipated, the decennial
series.

Earlier attempts to establish a periodic census were unsuccessful. In Great
Britain a Bill7 aimed at an annual enumeration was introduced in 1753. It
passed the Commons8 but was thrown out at its second reading in the Lords as
being 'profane and subversive of liberty'." Its opponents argued that it would be
revealing to enemies,°0 would be costly,-" and would invite Divine retribution.'2
Nevertheless it very nearly became law. In Ireland a Bill to authorize a single
census was introduced in i8o6 but was thrown out at the first reading.'3 It
was amended and became law in I812.14 It was unimaginative and copied
its British counterpart'6 'more closely than the different circumstances of the
two Islands would justify'.'6 In Ireland, local government was in effect the
Grand Juries,'7 and they were made responsible for the supervision.'8 The
results were disastrous. The Juries had no check upon the enumerators,
described as 'inferior agents"" (they were the barony constables20), who had to
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Sir William Wilde and the i85i Census of Ireland
return numbers but not names.21 Also, there was widespread hostility to
government agents,22 especially if, like the constables, they were Protestants;
and fear that the census was to prevent tax-evasion or recruit men for militia
service.23 After two years, of the forty counties, as well as the counties of
cities and towns, only ten had furnished complete returns, six had supplied no
information at all, and the returns from the remainder were unsatisfactory.24
The census was so defective that the results were neither printed nor presented
to Parliament.25 4,598,284 persons were enumerated, and the population
estimated at nearly six million.16
The next census was in 1821. The authorizing Act was passed in I8i5;

thus six years were available for the arrangements.26 The time was well spent.
The I821 census was well conceived, ably supervised, and competently
administered,27 and 'appears to have been by far the most perfect in its
machinery and method of any that has yet been executed in these islands'.28
Furthermore, the punctilious Shaw Mason, the responsible government officer,
had organized and published the three-volume Parochial Survey, and had con-
ducted a survey of the barony of Portnehinch in Queen's County in I8I9
intended to serve as a model for the census.29 Supervision was now vested
in the Bench of Magistrates either at Quarter or special Sessions, aided by
the legal coadjuter for each county.30 The Bench nominated the enumerators,
usually the local tax collectors, each of whom had to make a satisfactory
test 'Return' to ensure that he was 'possessed of the qualifications requisite
for the undertaking'.31 Starting on 28 May I821 the enumerators entered into
note-books the name, age, and occupation (agriculture; manufacture, trades,
or handicrafts; other pursuits) of each individual in their districts.32 Fort-
nightly reports were sent to the Chief Secretary's Office.33 When completed,
the entries in the note-books were certified by affidavit before magistrates,
copied into large volumes (258 in all), and abstracts were laid before Parliament
in July I823, only two years after the census commenced.3' The population
was put at 6,80I,827, which was probably an underestimate.35
The census of I83I36 was broadly similar although with two important

differences, viz. only the names of actual householders were recorded, and
the enumerators considered that they would be paid-and in many instances
were paid-in proportion to the numbers they counted.37 This latter ensured a
generous estimate of the population, which was put at 7,767,401. The results
were further examined in I834, and the religion of each householder added at
the instance of the Commissioners for Religious and Public Instruction.38
The 184I census broke fresh ground and is a subject in itself.39 Briefly, a

Census Commission was appointed, ordnance survey maps were available to
fix the orthography, the police served as enumerators, classifications for housing,
occupation, and education, were devised, recording schedules were more
detailed, and the 'family form' (to be completed by the head of the family)
was used. The census was de facto for 6-7 June (as in Great Britain), and data
were presented on all forms of rural economy and education. Births, marriages,
and deaths were also examined because, unlike Great Britain, there was no
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general civil registration in Ireland in 1841. The births and marriages could be
examined by lay statisticians; but deaths, and particularly their causes, required
medical knowledge. The Commissioners ambitiously intended to analyse the
causes of all deaths in existing families and public institutions which were
ascertained through the census as having occurred in the previous ten years,
and they cast around for a doctor with the following qualities: statistical
knowledge, experience of Irish folk habits and mores, literary ability, fluency in
Gaelic, time and enthusiasm, and of sufficiently modest means to welcome a
small gratuity. Their eye fell on William Wilde, shortly returned from extensive
postgraduate study abroad. He fulfilled their needs exactly. He was young
(26), immensely energetic, learned, fluent in Irish, and had already published
a popular and well-reviewed two-volume travel book.40 Also, he was a member
of, and had read papers to, both the Royal Irish Academy and the British
Association. He readily accepted the post-exactly when or how is not known,
but it was probably not later thanJune i841,41 just after his return from Vienna.
Within a very few years he was to achieve pre-eminence and an international
reputation in many diverse fields of activity.

William Robert Wills Wilde (x8x5-x876)42
Wilde was born near Castlerea in County Roscommon. His father was

a local practitioner, his grandfather was land agent to Lord Mount Sandford,
and his great-grandfather left Durham to become a builder in Dublin. Wilde's
mother was of the celebrated but erratic Finn family of Ballymagibbon,
County Mayo. Wilde was educated locally, and when seventeen went to
Dublin to study surgery. He was apprenticed to Abraham Colles (of Colles'
fracture) at Steevens' Hospital, and became a Licentiate of the Royal College
of Surgeons in I837 aged twenty-two. After two trips abroad he settled to
permanent practice in Dublin. When thirty-six he married Jane Francesca
Elgee, grand-daughter of Archdeacon Elgee of Wexford, who was an author
and poetess under the name of 'Speranza'. There were three children; William
a barrister and later a journalist on the Daily Telegraph, Oscar the poet and
playwright, and a girl Isola who died in childhood. Wilde received many
foreign decorations, was knighted in I864, and died on i9 April 1876, aged sixty-
one, of an unspecified chest complaint. Speranza died in I 896, his son William
in I898, and Oscar in I 900.

Into this life Wilde packed ten lifetimes' activity. His profession was aural
and ophthalmic surgery, and in this he had an international reputation. Many
of the nobility, and at least one King, were among his patients, and he was the
first Surgeon Oculist in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland, an office specially
created for him. He founded, supervised, and at times ran and financed almost
single-handed, St. Marks, then one of the leading ophthalmic hospitals in the
British Isles. He published a text-book on ear diseases which immediately
became a standard work;43 treatises on epidemic ophthalmia," infantile
leucorrhoea,45 and malformations of the eye;46 a social demographic work on
the deaf and dumb;47 and contributed dozens of articles on surgery to profes-
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Sir William Wilde and the i85i Census of Ireland
sional journals. He founded (in 1846) and edited for three years the Dublin
Quarterly journal of Medical Science, one of the foremost medical publications of
the period.48 He was unquestionably one of the greatest ophthalmic surgeons
of the nineteenth century and was early portrayed in the British journal of
Ophthalmology series 'British Masters of Ophthalmology'.%9 His outside pursuits
were if anything more remarkable. He wrote popular yet erudite books of
literary value on his journeys in Ireland and abroad.50 He wrote a book on Irish
folklore,5' a memoir on Robert J. Graves, one of the leading physicians and
teachers of the period,52 and a standard work on Swift.53 He contributed
important articles on natural history, ethnology, topography and allied subjects,
several ofwhich were published separately." He was the leading contemporary
Irish prehistorian. He was a noted archaeologist, conducted many successful
diggings in Ireland, and compiled the great Catalogue of Antiquities in the
Royal Irish Academy which is still unsuperseded.55 He was a generous host,
enthusiastic teacher, and lively speaker. He led an energetic private life and
left behind many natural children, known colloquially as 'Wilde's breed'.
One of these, Henry Wilson, born in I839 when Wilde was twenty-four,
became Wilde's assistant and then successor at St. Marks, and wrote the first
book in English on ophthalmoscopy. Wilde also left behind three uncompleted
manuscripts. One was planned to be a definitive history of Irish medicine,
still unwritten. The second, on Irish folklore, and the third, a critique of the
eighteenth century painter and architect Gabriel Beranger, were completed
and published by his wife.56 One other work appeared posthumously.57

In appearance Wilde was unprepossessing. He was small and slight, untidy
and even dirty, with a mass of hair-which he grew long-brushed back from
a wide forehead and mingling with side-whiskers and a substantial beard which
covered a receding chin. He wore no moustache and this accentuated his
wide mouth. His eyes were large and expressive and mirrored his changes of
mood (Figure i). In later life he appeared unkempt, dispirited and can-
tankerous, his long white hair, straggling beard, and protruding eyes giving
him a singular appearance. There is little indication of his great intellect and
boundless drive in the well-known pictures of his later life, but a cartoon by
Spy has caught these characteristics (Figure 2).

Wilde's Report upon the Tables of Death in the I84I census ran to 205 tables
and 78 foolscap pages of close-written letter-press including a 94-item classi-
fication of disease equating standard English medical terminology with col-
loquial terms, Irish names (in Gaelic and English script), and their literal
English translation.58 His gratuity was C3i5..59 The Report delighted the Com-
missioners and reviewers: 'we have no hesitation in saying that it does him
infinite credit, both as to the mode adopted for obtaining accurate results, and
the labour and extreme care bestowed'.60 It only whetted Wilde's appetite for
statistical enquiry, and from that time on he was determined to play a major
role in the census of 1851.
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The Census of Ireland, I85I
This was one of the greatest national censuses ever conducted. The results

were published in ten foolscap volumes totalling 4,533 pages.61 Two of these
volumes,62 containing 710 pages, were written solely by Wilde. The first, the
Status of Disease, contains the statistics on handicaps-which will be referred to
later; the second, the Tables of Death, is one of the longest Blue Books ever
written by one person. It contains, in addition to the customary analyses and
report, over 300 pages in tabular format tracing the history of 'pestilences,
cosmical phenomena, epizootics and famines', in Ireland from the pre-historic
period to I850, with a full description of sources. This is a classic of great
scholarship, erudition and industry, and is the standard reference work in the
subject. Moreover, as the sole Assistant Commissioner he had general responsi-
bility for the eight other volumes, and actively helped to compile the volume of
agricultural statistics.63
The whole census reflects the energy and enthusiasm of the Commissioners,

especially Wilde; yet the circumstances were inauspicious. The country was
disrupted by the Famine and mass emigration. Administration was hampered
by poor communications, far inferior to those in England. Thomas Larcom,
the organizer of the great ordnance surveys, was ill and could not serve as a
Commissioner.64 There was widespread illiteracy. The peasantry were more
than usually hostile to the Government, blaming it for much of the recent
suffering. Moreover, the intention to collect statistics on handicaps meant
including questions which might be construed as offensive. At the outset
few would have predicted success.

In I85065 the authorizing Act was passed. William Donnelly, the Registrar-
General of Marriages,66 was appointed Chief Census Commissioner by warrant
of Lord Clarendon, the Lord Lieutenant, on 9 October I850, 'to superintend
the enumeration of the population of Ireland'.67 Edward Singleton was
named as secretary. The same day Clarendon appointed Wilde Assistant
Commissioner.68 Donnelly, Singleton, and Wilde, then settled to organize the
census. The first steps were to find premises, choose enumerators, employ
ancillary staff, and decide scales of payment and expenses.

PREMISES
Donnelly's offices in Dublin Castle were inadequate; further accommoda-

tion was needed. The Castle rooms used for the 1841 census were unavail-
able6' and Donnelly rented 5 Henrietta Street, from a Dr. Wylie, to serve
as the Census Office,70 and additional premises when the analysis of the
returns commenced in 1852.71 Wilde found room in his own house, at 21
Westland Row, for several clerks whom he paid out of his own pocket.72 At
the peak between forty and fifty clerks, taskworkers and other civilians were
employed analysing the returns and compiling the report.

ENUMERATORS

These had been a problem in earlier Irish censuses. In the I813 census
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Sir William Wilde and the I851 Census of Ireland
the enumerators were the barony constables, who were inappropriate. In
182I and 1831 they were civilians, frequently the local tax collectors. In
1841 they were members of the recently formed Irish Constabulary (I.C.)
and Dublin Metropolitan Police (D.M.P.).73 Tax collectors and police had
both proved satisfactory, and for the I851 census it was decided that the police
would act if possible; if not, local tax collectors would serve. On 17 October
I850, Clarendon wrote to the Inspector-General of the I.C. and the Com-
missioner of the D.M.P. requiring them to 'afford information and assistance
upon all matters relating to the census as to which the [Census] Commissioners
may find it expedient to communicate with them'. 74 Scales ofpaywere negotiated
with the Treasury based on the total estimated cost of the census, and for-
warded to the police on 27 December on the understanding that they might
not always be able to act if 'insufficient or otherwise employed'.75

For the police the rates were generous. Each officer or man employed on
census duty received a week's salary76 as well as certain expenses.77 This
largesse was because in Ireland the enumeration districts were considerable
and took several days to cover, whereas in England the districts were '[no]
larger extent of country . . . than an active man could travel over between
morning and sunset on a summer's day . . . ;78 and because of the supple-
mentary enquiry on deaf-dumbness (see later). Some thought the census
duties should be treated as normal routine and thus be unpaid;79 in fact since
1848 the police had been collecting the agricultural returns without any sort
of payment at all.80 Donnelly did not agree and he ultimately had his way.
For civilians the rates were less generous being 3/6d. per day for a maximum
oftwenty days. Oddly, this was less than the 5/- per day paid to the enumerators
in i821.81 Although it was recognized that the newly formed police forces
might not always be able to cope, it was anticipated that civilian enumerators
would be few and only used in special circumstances. For example, it was
known that the first census day (3I March i 85I) might in some counties clash
with the Spring Assizes and the police be required for Assize duty.82 Whatever
the reason, possibly because the police were few, many civilians were in fact
employed; of the C4,289 5S. gd. expended under the heading of 'Enumera-
tion',83 £2,353 IIs. od., i.e. over 5o%, was paid to civilian enumerators.84
The civilian enumerators were allowed only twenty days, while the police

rarely took longer than a week.85 Such limitation was essential; some previous
enumerations had been too prolonged. Thus, returns for the 18I3 census took
nearly two years; in the i 821 census, in Donegal (the county with the most
complete extant records) the forty-six enumerators averaged about six weeks;86
in I83I there was little improvement, although in 1841 the 'enumeration was,
except in a few places, completed within the week'.87 A scale of pay inde-
pendent of numbers enumerated was also desirable in order to avoid over-
estimates such as had occurred in the 183I census. A more serious threat to the
success of the census, however, was the antagonism of the populace, intensified
by the experience of the Famine into deep hatred and suspicion of government
agencies. The Commissioners were aware of this, and on 17 March i 85 I, just a
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fortnight before the appointed day, they issued a circular, as they had in
184I, but this time to a wider range of recipients,88 to 'The Clergy of every
religious denomination in Ireland, to the Magistracy, Medical Men of Public
Institutions, and other persons likely to have influence in their respective
spheres ... to exert your influence among the peasantry and the less enlightened
classes in your neighbourhood, so as to remove any prejudice that may exist,
and to induce them willingly to afford the information asked for'.89 This was
followed by another 'addressed to no particular class but distributed in all
directions'.90 Both were signed by Donnelly and Wilde. These well-intentioned
circulars were to be the subject of severe criticism.

STAFF

On 7 January 1851 there were eleven clerks engaged at the Census Office
drawing 3/6d. or s/- per day.9' By February there were seventeen. During
April and May, as the returns started to come in, more clerks were needed.92
At first some second-rate ones were supplied by the Government.93 Donnelly
complained, and starting with a batch of ten early in May the standard
improved.94 Between then and the end of the year there were 32I appli-
cations for about thirty posts,95 some of them from medical men to help
Wilde.96 Successful applicants had to conform to the usual civil service
standards of physical and mental fitness; nevertheless some were unsatisfactory.
A Mr. Gibbons Tuke, clerical taskworker on the agricultural returns, made a
trifle of 465 'errors of which an account has been kept',97 and was dismissed
despite his direct appeal to the Lord Lieutenant as 'a member ofthe Committee
of the North City Ward ... and a Protestant Elector [who has] also four votes
in his family'.98

PROGRESS

The enumerations started on 31 March 1851. Until then Wilde's duties
had been organizational; for the next five years he was to be deeply
immersed in those parts of the census for which he was directly responsible.
Of these, his history of 'pestilences, cosmical phenomena, epizootics, and
famines' in Ireland is the best-known, but it was not unique. In other countries
chronological tables of natural phenomena had been compiled, although of
more modest scope. His analysis of the mortality returns was remarkable
but again not unique, it simply served for annual reports of deaths pub-
lished in most European countries but not then in Ireland. In fact the Irish
returns were deficient since they relied on the honesty of families and on their
memory going back over a ten year period which included the Famine, and
on the accuracy of hospital and institutional records which were frequently
almost non-existent. Extinct families and deaths outside the country-and there
were probably many of both-could not be reckoned in the analysis. It is a
tribute to Wilde's skill that the interpretation of the results was at all meaning-
ful. His report, the Status of Disease, listing statistics on 'the deaf and dumb,
blind, lunatic, idiotic, paralytic, and the lame and decrepit',99 as well as on
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persons returned as sick at home or in an institution, is however unique in
some ways, and was Wilde's particular brain child. For nearly the first time
worthwhile comprehensive social and biological data on a national level were
collected for the main categories of physical and mental handicap. Of these
the deafand dumb most interested Wilde, and since the data are ofsome value
and the method of their compilation unique, they are described below.

CENSUS RETURNS OF THE DEAF AND DUMB

Deaf-dumbness is a patent handicap; its prevalence and distribution of
interest to the early demographers. In the nineteenth century many European
States enumerated the deaf and dumb either by special surveys, e.g. counting
those in institutions, or at the general census. The exact methods employed
are seldom certain being described variously as 'partial' or 'complete', as
'official' or 'private', as 'educational count' or 'county count', as 'geistlich'
(ecclesiastical agency) or 'amtlich' (government agency). Primary sources are
frequently inaccessible, and many of the States concerned are now parts of
larger national units, while there have been many changes in the boundaries
of jurisdiction of countries still in existence. Appendix I is compiled from
accessible sources but is not complete and contains inconsistencies. What is
certain is that the I851 census of Ireland was not the first attempt in Europe to
enumerate the deaf and dumb on a population basis, although it was certainly
the best; however, except for the Belgian census of i835 (which categorized
the deaf and dumb by age, sex, county of residence, maternal age, paternal
age, co-existing anomalies, and the number of affected in the family) 100 it was
the first to collect data of biological and social significance on any worthwhile
scale.
To obtain the requisite information there were three courses open to Wilde:

(i) Pertinent questions could be asked on the main census form to be com-
pleted by the householder or enumerator at the time ofthe general enumeration.
(2) The deaf and dumb could be ascertained at the census and further details
completed at a supplementary inquiry by lay enumerators. (3) The deaf and
dumb could be ascertained at the general enumeration, as in (2) above, and
the further requisite details completed by doctors after examining each case
enumerated. Clearly the last-named would yield the most reliable data,
especially since some purely medical information was to be sought, but it
would be impossible to organize on a national basis and raised the ethical
point that since census material was confidential and to be used only for the
purpose of official statistics, doctors should not be apprised of potential patients
in this manner. This method was in fact subsequently employed in Cologne
in i867,101 but the Geiman Government refused to extend it in their national
census of i88o mainly because of the ethical problems raised.102 Wilde was
more convinced by pragmatic than ethical considerations, and the method he
employed was (2) above in preference to (i) (so as not to jeopardize the main
enumerations), frequently augmented from his own case notes and by doctors'
reports compiled at his request: 'It is highly creditable to the country practi-,
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tioners of Ireland, to state that, although the [medical] opinion was requested
gratuitously, it was almost invariably given in the cause of science and
humanity'.103
On the main Family Schedule (Form A), the last column asks every house-

holder to state whether anyone who slept in the house on the night of 30 March
I851 was deaf and dumb, or blind. Forms E, F, I, and L, obtained similar
information from masters of workhouses, superintendents of hospitals, keepers
of lunatic asylums and gaols, and principals of schools, respectively. 5,68o
persons were returned as deaf and dumb and were subsequently visited by the
enumerators, when the supplementary form was completed on the spot, or
communicated with directly if of 'families of the intelligent and more educated
classes' so as to preserve 'the utmost delicacy and due respect to the feelings of
all the parties concerned'.'04 Only one family in the whole of Ireland refused.
There were powers under the Act to obtain answers under penalty of a 5
fine but these were not used either here or in the more common refusal of
schools to complete the Education Form L.105 Of these 5,68o persons, 4,747
(2,688 males and 2,059 females) alive and resident in Ireland were found at the
supplementary enquiry or after medical examination to be both deafand dumb.
The form used at the supplementary enquiry comprised nine questions aimed
at a complete categorization of the deaf and dumb by all possible levels of
social and biological variables likely to be reasonably accurately ascertained
(Appendix II). It is a remarkable document since it contains every question
that would now be asked in a population genetic study except for birthweight,
numbers and rank of miscarriages and stillbirths, and month of birth (other
than questions aimed to elucidate factors now known to be causative, e.g.
maternal rubella), and includes only one datum not now usually sought, viz.
maternal 'fright' as a causal factor. It is in every way a modern schedule
and demonstrates Wilde's grasp both of the fundamentals of demographic
enquiry and of the information required to compile meaningful epidemiological
and genetic statistics. From the answers Wilde specified, frequently in tables,
the following for each deaf and dumb person: age, sex, occupation, father's
occupation, county of origin, whether or not 'educated', whether or not in an
institution, gaol or hospital, whether or not attending a school for the deaf,
cause of the deafness viz., congenital, acquired (34 agents specified) or un-
certain, age of onset of deafness, co-existing gross anomalies, birth rank,
relationship to deaf maternal or paternal relatives, whether or not married
and ifso to a deafor hearing partner with number and hearing state ofprogeny,
whether or not a twin and if so hearing state of other twin; and the following
for each sibship containing one or more deaf and dumb person: size, number of
affected, and degree of consanguinity (if any) of the parents. His report on the
deaf and dumb was completed by detailed case notes and a history of the
education of the deaf and dumb in various countries.

Offsetting this sophistication are the limitations of the data collected since
they depended ultimately on the knowledge and veracity of the householder,
often illiterate, frequently hostile, and always suspicious. To many of these
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Wilde drew attention. Some of the questions raised controversial issues, e.g.
close consanguineous marriage which the church forbade. Answers to others
must frequently have been guesswork, e.g. the alleged 'cause' of the deafness.
Answers to question i ('whether born deaf and dumb, or became so after-
wards') must be unreliable; deafness cannot be diagnosed with certainty
until the child is at least two years of age and thus all data on children under,
say, three years of age, must be suspect. Further, parents frequently ascribe
what is in fact true congenital deafness to childhood infection or injury, often
trivial. This is a source of misclassification in modern surveys,108 and would
have been an important one in I85I. In addition to these inevitable errors
some of the specifications were very incomplete, e.g. over half the deaf did not
give an occupation. Wilde was well aware of these limitations and tried to
improve diagnosis by having many of the deaf medically examined (see above).
He also carefully scrutinized the returns as they came in and was thus able to
correct obvious errors, e.g. as when an enumerator returned as deaf and dumb
every infant under a year in his district on the ground that they were unable
to speak.107 Errors, however, inevitably remain; their extent unknown. Much
has been made of the very high ratio of congenital to acquired deafness ob-
tained by Wilde (8.5: 1) which was 'so much at variance with all other statistical
returns that I cannot but doubt its correctness'.'08 Certainly it contrasts oddly
with the ratio of 2:1 then generally accepted for European countries,109
(although the careful census of Belgium of 1835 put the ratio at 4:I which is
nearer Wilde's figure"10), and considerably higher than that of 2:1 accepted
nowll" when if anything-although this is a difficult point-it should be
lower, but even so Wilde considered his ratio should be even higher. For
reasons already given there is difficulty in distinguishing congenital from early
acquired deafness; all that can be said is that Wilde did everything humanly
possible, and considerably more than was done in other countries, to ensure
the validity of his data.
The results were published in full in 1854, as Part III of the census. Wilde

was justly proud of the achievement, which '[has] been pronounced by the
Press and by the best authorities to be in many respects unsurpassed in
Europe',".2 and presented a precis to the British Association at their meeting in
Belfast in 1852,113 published a summary in his text-book in 1853,114 and
reproduced many of the data again as part of a separate publication in I854.115
The results constitute without doubt the most important and comprehensive
population data on a physical handicap collected up to that time. As important,
and perhaps more noteworthy, the census was completely above politics and
the results used purely for scientific purposes. This was a remarkable achieve-
ment and may be contrasted with the Sixth Census of the United States of
America (I840), notorious for its political application. This census enumerated
the blind, the deaf and dumb, and insane and idiots, and the figures showed
that these handicaps, especially insanity and idiocy, were more common
among free than bound slaves. 'Here is proof, said John C. Calhoun the
pro-slavery Secretary of State, 'of the necessity of slavery. The African is
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incapable of self-care and sinks into lunacy under the burden of freedom.
It is a mercy to give him the guardianship and protection [of slavery] from
mental death'.116 This was a legitimate although dangerous interpretation
of the statistics, but the statistics were in this respect grossly inaccurate. They
were published in I842 under the imprimatur of the State Department and were
studied closely. One student was Dr. Edward Jarvis from Concord, Mass.,
convalescing from a broken leg. He found many inconsistencies, e.g. for eleven
towns in Maine the census enumerated only five Negroes, yet thirty-seven
Negroes were entered as insane. In Worcester, Mass., there were 133 inmates
in the Asylum-all of them white; but they were all entered as Negro in the
census. The blind and deaf-dumb statistics were equally distorted, e.g. for
ten towns in Pennsylvania with no Negro inhabitants seven deaf and dumb
Negroes were listed. The census was in fact stuffed with patent errors and
crude fabrications.117

Congress ordered an enquiry in February i844. Calhoun appointed a
Mr. William A. Weaver to chair the enquiry, an odd choice since Weaver
himself had been the Superintendent of the I840 census.118 While Weaver
was favourably enquiring into his own work Britain was applying diplomatic
pressure on the Union to end slavery, and on Texas to remain independent.
Calhoun wished for neither and used the census returns as a main weapon
in his counter-attack: 'The census shows that they [the freed slaves] have been
invariably sunk into vice and pauperism, accompanied by ... deafness, blind-
ness, insanity, and idiocy-to a degree without example; while in all other
States which have retained [slavery] they have improved greatly in every
respect'."l9 In February I845 Weaver presented his report completely vindi-
cating his own findings. Calhoun defended him in a remarkable letter to
Congress and the episode was finished.120
The Americans made three fundamental mistakes which were not repeated

in Ireland. Firstly, the enumerators, the U.S. Marshals, were in effect political
appointments and tied the census to local politics. In the south the slave-
masters completed the slaves' forms and greatly understated the prevalence
of handicaps so as to maintain market prices.'2' In Ireland the Constabulary,
although not perhaps the civilian enumerators, were politically independent
and held in high regard for their intelligence and integrity.'22 Secondly, in
America the census findings were used to defend publicly national policy
rather than solely for the purpose of official statistics. In Ireland, although the
I85 I census was the first since the Famine, the Commissioners did not make
political capital from their findings although there was scope and even justifica-
tion for them to do so. Thirdly, in America the returns were not closely
scrutinized as they came in, whereas in Ireland they were.

SUBSEQUENT PROGRESS

Between the first returns in April I85 I and the completion of the last volume
in June i856, Wilde, Donnelly, their colleagues and ancillaries laboured on
the report. It is incredible to realize that for Donnelly, and particularly for
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Wilde, it was part-time work. Donnelly was Registrar-General for Marriages;
while during these five years Wilde ran an important ophthalmic hospital,
one of the largest consultant surgical practices in Dublin, travelled abroad,
conducted archaeological excavations in Ireland, was secretary for foreign
correspondence in the Royal Irish Academy, contributed regular articles to
learned journals, was married and had two sons, and published five books.123
Only a person of the most exceptional vitality, drive, and ability, could have
achieved all this. His census work was, however, a labour of love, and after
completing his report on diseases and handicaps in March I 854 he turned with
incredible vigour to the more lengthy Part V containing the analysis of deaths
and the history of pestilences, to complete which 'I gave up all society and
recreation for I8 months [November I854-May i 856] and more than once ...
impaired my health by the incessant daily and nightly labour devoted to this
voluminous work'.'24 The form of the analysis of deaths followed closely that
of I84I, already mentioned, although greatly facilitated by Donnelly's success
in obtaining payment for Masters of Workhouses 'and others who have fur-
nished Returns of Death' to a total of £600,125 by the Lord Lieutenant's
instructions to the Clerks of the Crown and Peace requiring them to furnish
findings on all inquests for the preceding decade,'26 and hindered by remark-
ably few incidents.'27 So far as Wilde was concerned the census produced only
two sour notes: the bitter attack mounted against him in the Dublin Medical
Press; and money.
The ethics of Wilde's position as Assistant Census Commissioner was called

in question by Arthur Jacob, professor of anatomy in The Royal College of
Surgeons in Ireland. Wilde and Jacob were bitter rivals in most fields of
activity. Both were internationally famous oculists, both edited medical
journals-Wilde the Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medicine from i846-9, Jacob
the Dublin Medical Press its great and influential rival.'28 Both had literary
pretensions and had achieved scientific reputations outside their immediate
profession. Jacob in fact first described Jacob's Membrane, now known as the
layer of retinal rods and cones, and his name is an eponym for rodent ulcer of
the eyelid. He had also been assistant editor of the Dublin Journal of Medicine
before Wilde's tenure, but had been asked to resign after writing and publishing
a controversial paper on medical politics. Some, although not all, of his
hatred of Wilde was misdirected bitterness for what he considered to be
spiteful treatment by the journal. Through the columns of the Dublin Medical
Press during the first half of I85I, Jacob attacked Wilde on two main points:
first, for unlawfully adopting the style Assistant Commissioner to inflate his
importance, and second, for using his position for professional advertisement.
The attacks were vitriolic. 'The Act [Census Act, i85o] does not contain one
single tittle of authority to create any such office [Assistant Commissionership],
much less to nominate anyone to it.... We are convinced that the assertion of a
claim to the Title by this new mushroom of the [Dublin] Castle hotbed [Wilde]
is one of the "pure fictions" of recent medical Irish History'.129

In fact, Jacob's remarks, of which the above is only one example, were
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misplaced. Admittedly the Act did not specify any named posts, but a private
letter from the Lord Lieutenant to Wilde of 9 October I850, i.e. six months
before Jacob's attacks, states categorically: 'His Excellency has been pleased
to name you as Assistant Commissioner'.'30 What, if anything, Wilde said to
Jacob is not known, but Jacob shifted his ground slightly, although not his
tone, and in the very next edition attacked Wilde for advertising, under the
unambiguous heading More Advertising on Pretence of the Census. This was not
Jacob's first attack, he had launched a bitter one six weeks earlier,131 but it was
more caustic:
Since we last noticed this scandal, another circular.. . [has] reached us ... signed by the
soi-disant Commissioner Wild [Jacob always misspelt Wilde's name to annoy him] .... It
is clear that such refreshers are well calculated to keep patients in prospect in mind of the
Commissioner. It is true that the gentle hint may, en passant, be given to another man's patient;
but what of that? ... This locum tenens Conmmissioner will bring someone into trouble if not
'pulled up', and all parties concerned had better, therefore, look to it.132

In theory Jacob had a point, but he allowed his personal animosity to
blunt it. Wilde's name was undoubtedly projected throughout the country
by his census correspondence as an influential doctor interested in diseases
of the eye and ear. Wilde, however, needed no advertisement; he was inter-
nationally famous and refused paying patients every day. No-one aware of
the circumstances, Jacob's hatred for Wilde, and the altruistic nature of
Wilde's census work, could seriously countenance this viewpoint: any misuse
of his census office-and there is no real evidence to support it-would
more likely have been due to vanity than a wish to advertise. In any event
some practising doctor had to be employed on the census because there was
none in Government service-and Wilde was the obvious choice. As he himself
accurately but immodestly put it: 'Lord Clarendon [when offering Wilde
the post] said "I offer you the Assistant Commissionership because I am aware
that you are the person best qualified for it in the country" '.133 Whatever the
reason Jacob soon discontinued his attack.
The other sour note was money. Personally, Wilde was generous and philan-

thropic. His first dispensary in Dublin was entirely for the poor and was
fitted from his then meagre resources;134 later he contributed liberally towards
the expense of St. Mark's Hospital.'35 On the other hand when dealing with
institutions who could pay he insisted on a fee commensurate with his talents
-which he placed highly.'36 However, he was no extortionist and 'cared less
for the accumulation offees than for the enlargement ofthe bounds ofscience'.'37
With the completion of the census in i856 the question was raised of the
Commissioners' gratuities. The Lord Lieutenant recommended £700 each for
Donnelly and Wilde,'38 and Trevelyan, Assistant Secretary at the Treasury,
approved.'39 This sum was based on the precedent of the I841 census when
the gratuities were paid out of the unexpired balance of the estimate. In I85I
this was about £i,8oo, and after Donnelly's and Wilde's payments £223 6s. 8d.
was to be paid to Henry Wilkie-who was assistant secretary to Singleton
from 9 June I855 to 3I December i 855, and with Singleton's absence through
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illness was acting secretary from i January I856 to 4 October-this sum to be
additional to his salary as official accountant.140 Singleton had received
£350 p.a."'

Wilde heard the news of the £700 on 5 November i856. He was furious
and contemptuously refused the gratuity as 'quite inadequate to my services
and not in accordance with the arrangements under which I accepted the
paid Commissionership ... I consider nothing short of £2,000 to be reason-
able'.142 Wilde supported this claim by estimating his losses in medical earnings
as £200 p.a. 'at the very least', and in literary earnings as £Ioo p.a., and he
had paid clerical assistants about £Ioo from his own pocket. He had lost, in
fact, at least £I,6oo over the period. In addition he visited the census office
'almost daily', and several times was near to collapse from overwork. Apart
from this Wilde with good reason reckoned his work greater than that of the
Assistant Commissioners in England each of whom 'were paid £i,8oo... for
producing one third of the published results'. Further, Clarendon had told
Wilde on appointment that he would be paid but that Donnelly would not:
'I'll see you paid, Mr. Donnelly's office is honorary'.143 Now Wilde was offered
a miserable gratuity of the same amount as that paid to Donnelly-and
Donnelly, according to Wilde, was not to be paid at all. Donnelly in fact was
getting money that Wilde considered should be due to himself.
The Treasury were sympathetic but would not authorise a greater sum144

unless the present Lord Lieutenant would revoke Clarendon's recommenda-
tion of six years previous 'that the course adopted in I841 [paying the Com-
missioners out of the surplus of the estimate] should be followed [in I85I]'.145
Fortunately there was a loophole in Clarendon's original letter for he had
added the rider' . . . and the consideration of this point be deferred until their
[Commissioners'] labours [on the I85I census] shall have terminated'.146
Some correspondence is lost, but six months later Wilde was voted an extra
£800 making £1,500 in all tax free 'being the largest amount granted to any
one person connected with the census in England',147 which he accepted.
Poor Donnelly had a harder struggle. He refused the original £700 and asked
for £1,2oo. Twice the Treasury refused on the ground that his salary of £800
p.a. as Registrar-General and the gratuity of £ioo p.a. for his work on the
Agricultural Returns were generous,148 despite highly favourable references
from Irish peers, the former Chief- and Under-Secretary for Ireland, and
William Farr, the compiler of abstracts at the General Register Office in
London.149 The third time, however, on the personal representation of his
mentor Larcom, whose prestige was enormous, Donnelly received the £1,200
in August i858,150 exactly seven years and ten months after being handed his
warrant of office as Chief Commissioner by Clarendon in the great hall of
Dublin Castle.

LATER EVENTS
On this petty note ended one of the greatest demographic studies ever

conducted. Of the principals, Clarendon was now Foreign Secretary, Donnelly
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resigned through ill-health shortly afterwards, Trevelyan had been appointed
Governor of Madras, Singleton was dead. Only Wilde remained, his energy
unimpaired. Within a few months of completing the census report he per-
formed one of his most remarkable feats of concentrated work-compiling
(gratuitously), in the four months before the British Association meeting in
Dublin in August I857, Part I of the Catalogue of Antiquities of the Royal
Irish Academy.15' This contained detailed descriptions, history and provenance,
illustrations, references and historical allusions, of the stone, earthenware,
and vegetable materials in the R.I.A. museum, and its compilation demanded
a minute knowledge of the subject, wide scholarship, a prodigious memory,
and a fanatic's drive. It was no stopgap affair and was much praised at the
Association's meeting as 'the only scientific Museum Catalogue in the British
Isles'"52, and has never been superseded. It temporarily enervated Wilde:
'Had I known the amount of physical and mental labour [required] ... I
would not have considered it just to myself to have done it; for I may fairly
say it was done at the risk of my life','53 and although there was much great
work to come the first seeds of his long physical and intellectual decline were
sown.
Wilde was indispensable to the censuses and was re-appointed for those

of i86i and I87I, although with a Dr. Abraham to assist him. During the
sixties honours were showered on him. He received the Order of the Polar
Star ofSweden in I862, he was elected an honorary member of the Antiquarian
Society of Berlin, he was awarded the Diploma of the Royal Society at Upp-
sala, and in I864 received the degree of M.D., honoris causa, from Dublin
University.54 All these were for his professional and antiquarian work, but
his crowning distinction, his knighthood, conferred by the Lord Lieutenant
in the great public rooms of Dublin Castle, was for his work on the censuses:

Mr. Wilde, I propose to confer on you the honour of knighthood, not so much in recognition
of your high professional reputation-which is European and has been recognised by many
countries in Europe-but to mark my sense of the services you have rendered to statistical
science, especially in connexion with the Irish census.155

Wilde's report on the 187I census was one of the last works he published.
His obituaries were kind but unenthusiastic; certainly nothing like those he
deserved. He had made many enemies and in the eyes of society was dis-
graced when he was joined with his wife as an unsuccessful defendant for
conformity in a great libel trial of I864-involving Moll Travers, daughter
of the Professor of Forensic Medicine at Trinity College, Dublin, one of
Wilde's many mistresses and by whom he had had a child-which exposed
the less attractive aspects of his private life. The trial established what half
of Dublin wanted to believe, that 'Sir William Wilde was a pithecoid person
of extraordinary sensuality and cowardice . . ',156 and has flavoured opinions
of him since. He has inspired only one biography'57 and has been largely
overshadowed by his son, but judged purely on achievement Wilde's con-
tribution to surgery, archaeology, and demography must be almost unique.
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APPENDIX I

Census Enumerations of the Deaf and Dumb in Europe before 1851
(First occasion only)

State (and Date) Method of Enumeration Data specified

Duchies of Schleswig,
Holstein, and Lauenburg,
1805.

Grand-duchy of Baden, i8io.

The Netherlands, I823.

1830.

The Kingdom of Prussia,
I 825.162

Duchy of Modena, I826.

Grand-duchy of Hesse, I827.
I829.

Kingdom of Bavaria, I829.

I840.

France, ? x831.170

Kingdom of Wiirttemburg,
1831.

Kingdom of Hanover, 1833.

Denmark, I834.

Duchy of Parma, 1834.

Duchy of Weimar, 1834.

Teachers returned deaf
children under I5 years of
age.

'Census' of Dr. Flachsland,
Office of Sanitation.

'Partial census'.

'Complete census, but
unreliable'. (First reliable
census statistics were in I859).

Government census. Local
authorities completed
questions on deafness;
individuals not asked.160

'amtlich'.

'County count'.
'Educational count'.

Screening of 460,ooo male
conscripts.
Government census.

General census.

Estimate in children aged
6-IS years.

'amtlich'.

'amtlich'.173 Only Denmark
proper and excludes Schleswig,
Holstein, Lauenburg, Faroes,
and Iceland.174 First full
enumeration was i855.175

'Private census.'176

'amtlich.'177

Total only.158

Age, sex, domicile,
cause of deafness.159

Total only.160

Total only.160 (Sex,
and also age if in
Institutions).161

Age.164

Total only.'65 Sex in
i838.166

Total only.167
Total only.167

Sex and age.168

Total only.169

Total only.'7'

Total only.172

Total by sex.
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State (and Date) Method of Enumeration Data specified

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
Sardinia, 1834.

Norway, I835.

Belgium (including the duchy
of Limburg and the grand-
duchy of Luxemburg), 1835.

Duchy of Brunswick, 1835.

Kingdom of Bohemia, 1836.

Papal States, 1836.

Altenburg, 1836.
Kingdom of Saxony, 1837.

Sweden, I840.

Grand-duchy ofTuscany, 1843.

Swiss cantons, I82os and
1830s.

Finland, I848.

'geistlich'.178

General census.

General census.

'Private' census by Dr.
Mansfield.181

'amtlich'.183

'geistlich'.l84

'geistlich."85
State and 'geistlich'
censuses.187

General census.

Mostly 'amtlich'.'9°

Sex.179

Age, sex, province,
maternal and paternal
ages, number of
affected per family,
coexisting anomalies,
cause, i.e., congenital
or acquired.180

Total only.'82

Total only.'86
Sex and district
(State census).
Sex, age and district
('geistlicht' census).

Sex, age and district.'88

Sex, ? other
specifications.'89
Variable
specifications.'9'
Totals by age.192

APPENDIX II
Census of Ireland, i85 I. Supplemewtmy Form

... having been returned on Form A, for the locality specified above, as 'Deaf and Dumb',
you [The Sub-Inspector of Constabulary at ... ] will please to have Inquiry made and
Answers retumed to the following Questions, with respect to such person.

These Inquiries, which are instituted in the hope of directing public attention to the subject,
should be made with the utmost delicacy, and a due respect to the feelings of all the parties
concerned. As the answers can only be satisfactorily obtained through the Constabulary by
personal inquiry, this paper should be completed on the spot-

By order,
Edward Singleton, Secretary
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i. Whether born deaf and dumb, or became so afterwards.
2. If... born deaf and dumb; to what cause is such defect attributed by the friends or rela-

tives; -whether to fright, heredity predisposition, or the near relationship of parents-
such as the intermarriage of cousins? If attributed to any of these causes, state the degree of
relationship existing between the parents, and specify the nature of the fright or accident
experienced.

3. If... became deaf and dumb since birth; state at what age; and to what cause or disease
has such been attributed?

4. Is ... paralytic, idiotic, or in any other way mentally or physically affected?
5. Whether any other members of the family, parent or parents, or grandparents, uncles,

aunts, or cousins, have been deaf and dumb, and whether they were by the father's or the
mother's side? If such relatives were living on the 30 March I851, please state their names,
and the barony, parish, and townland in which they were then residing.

6. Whether other members of the family, either dead or absent, such as brothers or sisters,
were afflicted with deaf-and-dumbness; and if so state the number and the position of each
in the family, such as first, second, or third child, etc. Ifthey were alive upon 30 March I85 i,
state where they lived; and if dead, give the date and cause of death, and the age at which
they died.

7. If the person is educated, state where and by what means such education was acquired.
8. State.. . 's position in the family, whether first, second, or third child in a family of...

living, and ... dead.
N.B. State the number of living and dead as required by this query.

9. If... has been married, state the result ofsuch marriage in males and females, and whether
any of them have been either mute from birth, or became so by accident or disease.
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